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Dancers show
o ff moves at first
M ustang Ball

i k k

Hayley Bram ble
MUSTANG DAILY

Vn*»n

Dancers rumbaed, tangoed, waltzed and merengued
to the beats of jazzy East Coast swing and spicy salsa at
the Cal Poly Mustang Ball Saturday in Chumash
Auditorium. The ball is a DanceSport competiton host
ed by the Cal Poly Ballroom Dance Club and
DanceSport team.
Over 150 dancers from 13 different studios and
schools in California, including USC, Stanford
University, UC Berkeley and San Jose State University
competed in the event.
The events were divided into three styles: American,
international and night club. The competition was open
to anyone, so each category was also divided by skill
level.
The competition also featured a showcase from pro
fessional dancers Forfirio Landeros and Laetitia Santore
and open dancing until 11 p.m. after the competion.
Dancers were judged based on skill, presentation and
showmanship.
“My favorite is the cha-cha,” said biology freshman
Ember Jensen. Jensen won a first place ribbon and sev
eral third place ribbons in the competition. She said it
was her second competition and that she had danced
see DanceSport, page 2
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY

Riley Gerbrandt and Serena Clune displayed their
dancing sk ilb in front o f a panel o f judges on
Saturday at the first Cal Pbly M ustang Ball.

GRAIG MANTLE MUSTANG DAILY

Students have eagerly taken advantage o f the new
routes on campus via California Boulevard.

Roads Open up
to Cal Poly ag^n
Janelle E astrid ge
MUSTANG DAILY

With construction just completed, two thor
oughfares feeding into the university have been
opened up, making the drive, walk or bike ride to
school less o f a hassle.
The intersections of Santa Rosa Street and
Highland Drive as well as California and Foothill
boulevards opened two weeks ago; construction on
the nearby Alex G. Spanos Stadium and the Bella
Montaña faculty housing complex are still under
way. The school and city will continue to make
aesthetic and safety improvements to both loca
tions.
see Roads, page 2

Nearly 300
runneri raced
acroai campus
on Sunday fur
the Cal Poly
Triaihalon
Team's annual
“Chains o f
Love” run.
The event
raised money
for the team
to attend the
national com1 pedtioa in
AptiL

H illd brings Jerusalem Post reporter to campus
Jackie P u gh
MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly’s Jewish club Hillel, along wdth co-sponsors
SundWithUs and the Consulate General of Israel in
Los Angeles, will be hosting speaker Etgar Lefkovitz, a
reporter from The Jerusalem Post, today at 6 p.m. at the
Sandwich Factory.
“1 found out about him from a friend at the con
sulate,” said computer engineering senior and Hillel
member Jeff Pathman. “We all svanted to bring him,
especially with him being a reporter who has a take on
big events around the world.”
Similarly, business senior and Hillel member Mike
Holán said Lefkovitz will differ from last year’s speaker

in the fact that he works at a more international level.
“Khaled AbuToameh — he was also a Jerusalem Post
reporter — was one our most successful speakers,”
Holán said. “He provided an objective and unbiased
journalistic point of view.”
And this year Hillel is trying to bring back that same
point of view ftpom a new angle. Toameh, an Israeli
Arab, reports from Palestinian territory, while Lefkovitz
covers events in Israel as the Jerusalem correspondent.
Lefkovitz will be on Cal Poly’s campus to share his
firsthand accounts of what it has been like reporting on
suicide bombers, the Hezbollah conflict and other tur
bulent issues in Jerusalem.

BOTUCK
TRAUTFIELD

see Reporter, page 2

W hat: In support of sam e-sex rela

W hat: Send rosa s to your

tionships, the Pride Alliance will
host the sixth annual sam e-sex
hand-holding day with a march
through cam pus.

valentine, courtesy of the Cal
Poly Fencing Team. For $15, the
team will hand deliver the bou
quet to your valentine’s desk at
the time of your choice.
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W hat:

La am more about
international opportunities at
the Study Abroad Fair.

W han: Thursday, Feb.
from 10 a.m . to 2 p.m.

W han: Feb. 16 and 17 at 8 p.m .,
Feb. 18 at 2 p.m .

W han: Wednesday, Feb. 14.

W hara: Dexter Lawn

For mora Info: Check out the

For

Web site at www.fsrKing.cakx)ly.edu
or can (831) 8003106.

Miriam Rabban at (805) 7566161.

Whava: The march will begin at

For mora Info: Contact Erin Echols at
the LGBT Center at (805) 756-7153.

hosted by Cal Poiy^W brrwi^pQgam s
and Services to raise funds for aMveness about vioienoo agsinst wcxnen.
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Dexter Lawn and conclude at the
University Union Plaza.
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Roads
continued from page I

As construction began on the new and
soon-to-be improved stadium in August
2005, so did improvements on the intersec
tion o f C^alifornia and Foothill boulevards.
The street portion of the project was finished
Jan. 30.
The completion o f this intersection,
another option for entering Cal Holy’s cam
pus, has “improved, as expected, vehicular cir
culation,” said Cindy Campbell, associate
director
of
the
University
Police
Department.
Future improvements for this intersection
will include the installation of a sidewalk and
crosswalk at the north end of the stadium,
completion of a pedestrian walkway beneath
the stadium and new measures for calming
traffic.
The additional crosswalk will make it eas
ier for students entering campus from in
front of the Business building, Stenner Glen
and Mustang Village. The completion of the

crosswalk has been pushed back due to
weather conditions.
Blen Comer, a civil engineering sopho
more and a two-time Mustang Village resi
dent, has made the trek from the student
housing complex to campus daily. But for
her, the completion of the intersection has
provided her with a new source of anxiety.
“Now that it IS open, I have to worry
about people driving fast. It’s more dangerous
and more of a hassle,” Comer said. “Since
construction is completed and the signs are
down, people seem to be driving faster than
before.”
All lanes have been open at the Santa Rosa
Street and Highland Drive intersection as of
Feb. 2. A center divider on Highland Drive
just prior to its intersection with Santa Rosa
Street has been added and the street has been
widened from two lanes to three.
The original target completion date for
the road construction project was Dec. IS.
1)ue to permitting delays and the fact that the
city does not allow roads to be closed during
the holidays, this date was pushed back a cou

DanceSport

Reporter

continued from page I

continued from page 1

with four different partners that
evening, some from different schools.
This was the first ballnHim dance
competition ever hosted by Cal Holy.
(Competition Organizer (Christopher
Hllwood. who also co-advises the (Cal
Holy Ballroom 1)ance (Club, said he
had been trying to organize a compe
tition at (Cal Holy for some time.
“Fiiully, this ye.ir we made it hap
pen,” he said.
The event had an even bigger
turnout than originally anticipated.
Fllwood said he expected about 15H
competittirs but there were probably
closer to 170.
“We had tt) add extra seats,” he
said.
Ellwood began dancing when he
was a student at (Cal Holy and Ux)k the
ballroom dance class.
“I got hooked.” he said.
Ellwood teaches dance lessons
eveiA' Thursday evening at (Cal Holy
with a different dance being featured
evers tha*e weeks. Ellwot)d reviews
the basics and adds an extra move at
each session.The waltz and the rumba
have been taught so far this quarter.
The samba will be the next featured
dance starting Feb. 22 in the
Architecture and Environmental
Design building, nxini 225 at H p.m.
The lessons arc open to dancers at all
skill levels and no dance partner or
experience is necessary.
Ellwood, a Northridge native,
graduated frtMii (Cal Holy in 2003 with
a computer science degree. He is cur
rently working for a software compa
ny in town and said teaching lessons
gives him a chance to give back to
ballroom dancing.
“It’s such a nice, healthy activity to
be involved in.” he said.
The Ballnxxn Dance (Club also
gties to the Madonna Inn on
Wednesday nights for open ballnxxn
dancing, which Ellwotid said is gtxxl
for practice.
(Computer engineering senior
(Chris (Cline came to the Mustang Ball
to see his friends compete. (Cline
dances with the ballnxxn club and
attends Ellwotxl’s lessons.
“It’s a g(xxl way to flirt with peo
ple,” he s;iid. “Most girls appn*ciate a
man who can move.”
(Cline enjoys dancing mostly for
the social aspect and “just goes to have
fun,” he said.
“You get as much as you put into
it,” he said. “And to h.ive a good tune
IS mally not that hard.”
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He will talk about Jordanian
involvement in the Temple
Mount, a story that Lefkovitz
broke just last year and other top
ics like Israeli politics after the
Gaza withdrawal and current
events in the Middle East.
“ Reflections of a Jerusalem
(Correspondent” will be held with
Lefkovitz first sharing his stories
and then an open question forum
for the audience.
Lefkovitz, who does speaking
engagements all over the United
States, will be arriving in
(California with the help of the
Israeli (Consulate.
“The consulate is working to
ensure his safety’ and coordinate
logistics,” Hathman said.
Hillel IS also receiving the help
of a group called Stand Withus.
StandWithUs is an advocacy
organization that promotes educa
tion and understanding m hopes
to secure the future for Israel and
Its neighbors as found on the
StandWithUs
Web
site.

ple of weeks.
As with the completion of the other inter
section, now that construction is finished,
traffic has improved.
“Now that there are three lanes instead of
two, there have not been any delays or back
ups by traffic moving offi Highland Drive
toward campus or onto (U.S.) Highway 1
since the completion,” said Jim Reinhart,
managing director of the Cal Holy Housing
Corp., the organization responsible for the
Bella Montaña project.
Before, heavy weekday traffic made getting
to school difficult in the morning, he said.
For architecture junior Cari Ellis who lives
about a block from where construction
occurred on Ferrini Road, the completion of
the project has brought mixed feelings.
“Before, we were literally woken up to
grating noises. They would do this one thing
that sounded like screeching metal,” she said.
“ 1 saw and heard the construction every day.
“Now, having the permanent divider there
is a protection for those walking or riding
their bikes, but for driving it’s a hassle. It’s

www’.standwithus.com. Their pri
mary means o f education is
through fact-based materials,
weekly alerts, programs, confer
ences and speakers.
After the success of last year’s
speaker. Holán estimated an audi
ence of 50 to 100 people. The
club is excited to hear a firsthand
perspective from abroad and share
the behind-the-headlines infor
mation with the (Cal Holy campus.
Holán said that Hillel has
brought 111 speakers like Toanieh
and a former terrorist the last cou
ple of year, but that this year they
want to have more speakers and
events.
Hillel is currently working to
set up another speaker and will
also be holding a movie night,
showing the impact on the lives of
victims and families of terrorism.
The dates have not yet been set.
For more information about
Lefkovitz or to check out some of
his previous articles, go to
www.jpost.com. And to find out
about upcoming events with
Hillel, go to www.hillelofsanluisobispo.org.

good or bad, depending on how you look at
it.”
The city still plans to landscape the medi
an, transforming the dirt dotting the scenery
with flowers and trees. It is the city’s respon
sibility to decide when this will take place,
Reinhart said.
As of now, a completion date for this land
scaping has not been set.
With the roads now open but improve
ments still being made, Campbell and the rest|
of the University Holicy lOepartment urges
students to take caution when crossing the!
streets.
“One of the things we’ve not only noticed
at the California Boulevard opening, but
around campus, are students fully or partially
unaware of their surroundings because of cell
phones, iHods, or other MH3 players,”
Campbell said.
“You must be aware of your surroundings
and not just assume that cars will stop or
swerve for you. It’s perfectly okay to have and
use these items, but students need to consid
er their personal safety, too.”
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O bam a says voters
are curious about
his race, religion
H enry C. Jackson
ASS(X:iATKn PRESS

IOWA
FALLS,
Iowa
—
Democratic presidential candidate
Barack Obama said Sunday he does
not think voters have a litmus test on
religion,
whether
evangelical
C'hristianity or his childhood years
in a largely Muslim country.
“If your name is Barack Hussein
C'ibama, you can expect it, some of
that. I think the majority of voters
know that I’m a member of the
United Church of Christ, and that I
take my faith seriously,’’ Obama said
in an interview with The Associated
Press.
“Ultimately what 1 think voters
will be looking for is not so much a
litmus test on faith as an assurance
that a candidate has a value system
and that is appreciative of the role
that religious faith can play in help
ing shape people’s lives,” he said.
In the interview, Obama also said
his race might be a “novelty” this
early in the presidential contest,
sparred with the prime minister of
Australia over Iraq, and said he has a
higher burden of proof with voters
because of his relative inexperience.
Obama formally announced his can
didacy in Illinois on Saturday and
made a beeline for Iowa, site of the
first nominating contest next Jan. 14.
Obama, who was born in Hawaii,
lived in mostly Muslim Indonesia
with his mother and stepfather from
l ‘>67 to 1971. He subsequently
returned to Hawaii to live with his
maternal grandparents.
He attends a Chicago church
with his wife and two young daugh
ters. The 2(M)8 presidential field also
includes Kepublican Mitt Komney,
a Mormon, and Sen. Sam
Bmwnback, K-Kan., an evangelical
C'hristian who converted to
C'atholicism in recent years.
Obama’s leading rivals for the
1)eniocratic nomination are far bet
ter known to voters, the U.S. senator
from Illinois said. He was elected in
2(H)4.
“At least two of my fellow candi
dates have been campaigning
nationally for years.” Obama said,
referring to New York Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton and former North
Carolina Sen. John Edwards. “They
have an infrastructure and name
recognition that are higher than

mine so there will probably be a
higher burden of proof for me.”
Few minorities reside in early
voting Iowa and New Hampshire
but Obama said his race — his
mother is white, his father is black
— will not play a determining role.
“I think that early on it may spark
some curiosity or a sense of novelty,
but 1 think very quickly people will
be judging me on the merits. Do 1
have a message that resonates with
people’s concerns about health care
and education, jobs and terrorism?”
he said. “And if they do, then I think
race won’t be a major factor.”
At a press conference later in
Ames, Obama said he was proud to
have opposed the Iraq war from the
start while Clinton and others
authorized the U.S.-led invasion.
“I don’t think there is a more sig
nificant set of decisions than the
decision to go to war,” Obama said.
“1 think the war was a tragic mis
take and it never should have been
authorized.”
Obama made a habit of stressing
his position at every stop, to loud
applause. Clinton, meanwhile, ran
into some tough questioning while
campaigning over the weekend in
New
Hampshire. One
man
demanded that she repudiate her
2002 Senate vote to send U.S.
troops into battle.
Obama told reporters he thinks
his early opposition to the war
shows “it was possible to make
judgments that this would not work
out well” and that it speaks “to the
kind of judgment that I will be
bringing to the office of president.”
The senator has called for cap
ping the number of U.S. troops in
Iraq and then beginning to with
draw- them on May 1. He wants a
complete pullout of combat
brigades by March 3 1 ,2<K)8.
Clinton says she is working to
pass legislation capping troop levels
and bring to a vote a resolution dis
approving of Bush’s planned tixiop
increase.
“I am not clear on how she would
pnxecd at this point to wind down
the war in a specific way,” Obama
said. “I know that she’s stated that
she thinks the war should end by the
start of the next president’s first
term. Beyond that, though, how she
^ants to accomplish that. I’m not
clear on.”
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Briefs
State

N ational

International

SA N FR A N C ISC O (AP)

REDFIELD, N.Y. (AP) —

M U N IC H , G erm an y (A P )

— In an event that was as much
group therapy as a campaign rally.
Mayor Gavin Newsom opened
his re-election headquarters
Sunday with an apology.
“What 1 did was wrong. And
for the rest of my life I’m going
to have to deal with that,”
Newsom told a room packed
with hundreds of supporters.
Newsom, 39, announced
Monday he would enter counsel
ing for alcohol use, just days after
admitting to an affair with his
former campaign manager’s wife.
“Any of you who’ve ever
made a mistake in your life know
exactly what I’m talking about,”
Newsom said.
The mayor said he especially
wanted to apologize to “someone
1 care deeply about,” Alex Tourk,
39, who resigned as Newsom’s
campaign manager after con
fronting Newsom about the
affair.

This village in upstate New York’s
snowbelt gets a lot of snowfall
during the winter, but last week’s
total — more than 11 feet, unoffi
cially — might be an all-time
record. Before it began to wind
down Sunday, persistent streams of
squalls fueled by moisture from
Lake Ontario during the last week
consistently dumped lake-effect
snow in western New York.

— Pentagon chief R obert
Gates responded Sunday to
Vladimir Putin’s assault on US.
foreign policy by saying “one
Cold War is enough” and that
he would go to Moscow to try
to reduce tensions. Gates also
sought more allied help in
Afghanistan.

•••

C A M BR ID G E, Mass. (AP)

— Harvard University named his
torian Drew Ciilpin Faust as its
first female president on Sunday,
ending a lengthy and secretive
search to find a successor to
Lawrence Summers and his
tumultuous five-year tenure.
The seven-member Harvard
Corporation elected Faust, a
noted scholar of the American
South and dean of Harvard’s
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced
Study, as the university’s 28th pres
ident.
Faust, 59, recognized the signif
icance of her appointment.
“I hope that my own appoint
ment can be one symbol of an
opening of opportunities that
would have been inconceivable
even a generation ago,” Faust said
at a news conference on campus.
But she also added, “I’m not the
woman president of Harvard, I’m
the president of Harvard.”
With Faust’s appoinnnent, half
of the eight Ivy League schools
will have a woman as president.
Her selection is noteworthy given
the uproar over Summers’ com
ments that genetic differences
between the sexes might help
explain the dearth of women in
top science jobs, comments which
sparked debates about equality at
Harvard and nationwide.

•••

SA N

D IE G O

(A P )

—

Eleven Marines remain hospital
ized and are expected to survive
after a fatal rollover crash of a
military truck at Marine Corps
Air Station Miramar, authorities
said Sunday.
One Marine was killed and
eight others were treated and
released when the 7-ton truck —
part of a six-vehicle convoy on
regularly scheduled training —
rolled over an embankment on
the base early Saturday.
The dead Marine was identi
fied Sunday as Cpl. j. Gomez
from
Southern
California.
Sudmeyer said no other informa
tion was being released “to allow
the family to grieve privately.”

• • •

N A SSA U , B aham as

(A P )

— Anna Nicole Smith’s 5month-old daughter and the
baby’s purported father have
reclaimed the Bahamas mansion
where they lived before the for
mer Playboy Playmate died last
week, her lawyer said.
Not only is the paternity of
Smith’s baby in dispute, but so is
the Bahamas mansion where
Smith had been living.
Smith, who died in Florida
on Thursday, had claimed that a
U.S. developer and former
boyfriend, G. Ben Thompson,
gave her the house. Thompson
said he had only loaned it to
Smith.
• • •

L IS B O N ,

P o rtu g a l

(A P )

— Voters failed to overturn
Portugal’s strict abortion law
Sunday because of low turnout
at the polls, but the prime min
ister nonetheless vowed to relax
the restriction through legisla
tion in the conservative Roman
Catholic country.
With nearly all the votes
counted, almost 60 percent of
voters approved the referendum
allowing women to opt for
abortions up to the 10th week
o f pregnancy, while slightly
more than 40 percent opposed
it.
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U .S. officials allege orders to
Snow causes skiers to
send m ore w eapons to Iraq
cheer, gives slight lift:
com e from highest level in Iran to Sierra snowpack
M artin G riffith

Steven R . H urst

armor on an Abrams tank.
ASS(H lA lH ) HkESS
“A normal roadside bomb is like a shotgun blast.
But these are like a rifle. They’re focused and they’re
BAGHDAi), Iraq — U.S. military otBcials on aimed. ... It’s going to take anything out in its way, go
Sunday accused the highest levels of the Iranian lead in one side and out the other,’’ said 1st Lt. Zane
ership of arming Shiite militants in Iraq with sophis Galvach, 25, of Dayton, Ohio, a soldier with the
ticated armor-piercing roadside bombs that have Army’s 2nd Division, based in Baghdad.
killed more than 170 American forces.
Skeptical congressional Democrats said the Bush
The military command in Baghdad denied, howev administration should move cautiously before accus
er, that any newly smuggled Iranian weapons were ing Iran of fomenting a campaign of violence against
behind the five U.S. military helicopter crashes since U.S. troops in Iraq.
Jan. 20 — four that were shot out of the sky by insur
Senate Intelligence Com m ittee member R on
gent gunfire.
Wyden, D-Ore., said “the administration is engaged in
A fifth crash has tentatively been blamed on a drumbeat with Iran that is much like the drumbeat
mechanical failure. In the same period, two private that they did with Iraq. We’re going to insist on
security company helicopters also have crashed but accountability.”
the cause was unclear.
O n the Republican side. Sen. Trent Lott of
The deadly and highly sophisticated weapons the Mississippi said he did not think the United States was
U.S. military said it traced to Iran are known as trying to make a case for attacking Iran. Lott said the
“explosively formed penetrators,” or EFPs.
U.S. should try to stop the flow of munitions through
The-presentation was the result of weeks of prepa Iran to Iraq but that “you do that by interdiction ...
ration and revisions as U.S. officials put together a you don’t do it by invasion.”
package of material to support the Bush administra
The EFPs, as well as Iranian-made mortar shells and
tion’s claims o f Iranian intercession on behalf of mili rocket-propelled grenades, have been supplied to what
tant
Iraqis
fighting
the military officials
American forces.
' ■■"
term ed “rogue ele
Senior U.S. military
^
ments” o f the Mahdi
officials in Baghdad said
' Army militia o f antithe display was prompted
American Shiite cler
by the military’s concern
ic Muqtada al-Sadr.
for “force protection,’’
He is a key backer of
which, they said, was
Shiite Prime Minister
guaranteed under the
Nouri al-Maliki.
United Nations resolu
The U.S. officials
tion
that authorizes
glossed over arma
American soldiers to be
ments having reached
in Iraq.
the other major Shiite
—R on Wyden
Three senior military
militia organization,
Senate Intelligence C o m m itte e m e m b e r
officials who explained
the Badr Brigade. It is
the display said the
the military wing of
“machining process’’ used in the construction of the Iraq’s most powerful Shiite political organization, the
deadly bombs had been traced to Iran.
Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq,
The experts, who spoke to a large gathering of whose leaders also have close ties to the U.S.
reporters on condition that they not be further iden
Many key government figures and members of the
tified, said the supply trail began with Iran’s Shiite political establishment have deep ties to Iran,
Revolutionary Guards Quds Force, which also is having spent decades there in exile during Saddam
accused of arming the Hezbollah guerrilla army in Hussein’s rule. The Badr Brigade was formed and
Lebanon. The officials said the EFP weapon was first trained by Iran’s Revolutionary Guard.
tested there.
An intelligence analyst in the group said Iran was
The officials said the Revolutionary Guard and its working through “multiple surrogates” — mainly in
Quds force report directly to Iran’s supreme leader. the Mahdi Army — to smuggle the EFPs into Iraq. He
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.
said most of the components are entering the country
The briefing on Iran was revised heavily after offi at crossing points near Amarah, the Iranian border city
cials decided it was not ready for release as planned of Meran and the Basra area of southern Iraq.
last month.
,
The analyst said Iraq’s Shiite-led government had
Senior U.S. officials in Washington — cautious after been briefed on Iran’s involvement and Iraqi officials
the drubbing the administration took for the faulty had asked the Iranians to stop. Al-Maliki has said he
intelligence leading to, the 2(K)3 Iraq invasion — had told both the U.S. and Iran that he does not want his
held back because they were unhappy with the origi- country turned into a proxy battlefield,
nal presentation.
“We know more than we can show,” said one of the
The display appeared to be part of the White House senior officials, when pressed for tangible evidence
drive that has empowered U.S. forces in Iraq to use all that the EFPs were made in Iran,
means to curb Iranian influence in the country,
U.S. officials have alleged for years that weapons
including killing Iranian agents.
were entering the country from Iran but had until
It included a power-point slide program and a Sunday stopped short of alleging involvement by top
handful o f m ortar shells and rocket-propelled Iranian leaders.
grenades which the military officials said were made
During the briefing, a senior defense official said
in Iran.
that one of the six Iranians detained in January in the
The centerpiece of the display, however, was a gray northern city of Irbil was the operational commander
metal pipe about 10 inches long and 6 inches in diam- of the Quds Force.
eter, the exterior casing of what the military said was
He was identified as Mohsin Chizari, who was
an EFP, the roadside bomb that shoots out fist-sized apprehended after slipping back into Iraq after a 10wads of nearly molten copper that can penetrate the month absence, the officer said.
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RENO, Nev. — A winter
storm dropped up to 20 inches of
snow in the Lake Tahoe area, giv
ing skier's and snowboarders
something to cheer about, and a
much-needed boost to the Sierra
snowpack.
Lake Tahoe ski resort operators
said the region’s first significant
snowfall in more than a month
would help set them up for the
Presidents Day holiday weekend,
traditionally one of the busiest
periods o f the season on the
slopes.
Alpine Meadows resort just
north o f Lake Tahoe reported 3
feet o f snow from a string of
storms at its mid-mountain at
7,500 foot elevation since late last
week. The snowfall allowed the
resort to open 100 percent of its
terrain compared with 80 percent
before the storms.
“Three feet of snow in three
days is phenomenal, and is exact
ly what Alpine Meadows and the
entiro Sierra Nevada needed,”
Alpine Meadows spokeswoman
Rachael Woods said Sunday.“ ! see
more ear-to-ear grins today than
any other day this winter.”
At Mt. Rose-Ski Tahoe.above
Lake Tahoe’s northeast shore, the
snowfall allowed skiers and snowboarders to access about 75 per
cent of the resort’s terrain com
pared with 50 percent only a few
days ago, spokeswoman Krista
Haggott said.

The administration is
gng^ed in a drumbeat
with Iran that is much
like the drumbeat^
they did with Iri

AWESOME SUMMER JOB! CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
- Northeast Pennsylvania (6/16-8/12/07) If you love children
and want a caring, fun environment we need Counselors and
instructors for our summer camp. We will be on the Cal Poly
campus February 25th to conduct interviews.
Call 1-215-944-3069 or apply at www.campwaynegirls.com
...........Select The Camp That Selects The Best Staff!
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“ It’s a significant improvcMiient
in conditions from a few days ago
when the temperature was so
warm and the snow was melting,”
Haggott
said. “We’re just
extremely happy we got snow, and
we’re looking forward to more.”
The Sierra snowpack has been
dismal at best this season — its
water content averaging on Feb. 1
only 43 percent of normal for the
date over the 40()-mile-long
mountain range.
As of Sunday morning, the fig
ure stood at 42 percent of normal
in the Lake Tahoe Basin, 54 per
cent in the Truckee River water
shed, 40 percent in the Carson
River basin and 42 percent in the
Walker River watershed, accord
ing to the U.S. Natural Resources
Conservation Service.
“This storm helped, but we
certainly need to continue with
more snow through February and
March to improve the water situ
ation,” said Brian O ’Hara, a
National Weather Service fore
caster in Reno. “We went through
a dry January, so things are look
ing better.”
But the weather service was
calling for no chance for signifi
cant snowfall in the Sierra this
week.
The latest storm prompted
controls on most highways in the
Lake Tahoe area, including
Interstate 80 over Donner
Summit. But on Sunday after
noon, chains or snow tires only
were required on Highway 88
over Carson Pass.
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s it
February again
already?” I thought to
myself,
typing
on
Google talk. Dink, the response
came and 1 realized that Valentine's
Day was drawing closer. Later that
day, I took my weekly trip to the
store to find the presence of con
versation heart candy, greeting
cards and tacky stuffed animals
annoyingly rampant. I perused the
cards and found several “antiValentine’s Day” cards. What is the
deal with those cards? I cruised by
the wine aisle and, to my surprise,
saw some great local wines on sale.

1 got pretty excited
for a
moment and realized that for
Valentine’s Day, the good wine
comes off the shelf. It comes off
the shelf because no one is going to
say, “ I cared about you enough to
buy you Charles Shaw. Want to go
make out?”
Heaven knows how much men
pay for roses when V-day rolls
around and any subsequent roman
tic necessity is no exception. So
how do you make the wine expe
rience memorable? Two words:
prep work.
My first suggestion is to visit

Pom, s d e n c e ,
E m ile Forst
UWM Post

MILWAUKEE —
Sex in
cologne advertisements is nothing
new. Calvin Klein advertises fra
grances using images of sex against
a wall, on a beach, and on top of an
apartment. The word is out: If you
plan on having sex in public, you’d
best be wearing cologne.
Axe cologne, however, takes the
relationship between sex and
advertising to a new level. Now,
instead of the glossy, black-andwhite, nude stills of the typical
cologne ad, you can actually walk
through one at the AXElab

C o lo g n e :

your favorite local winery. 1 advise wines, such as Bonny D oon’s leg- tannins in the finish. Both wines
staying clear o f the wine aisle endary Framboise ($12, Cost Plus), have killer legs and are dead sexy,
because labels with blondes in With this
raspberry-infused
It’s best for most reds if you pour
cowboy hats, Marilyn Monroe and dessert wine, I suggest, well, rasp- them about 20 minutes before you
Harley Davidson bikes generally berries. It’s pretty fundamental, enjoy them.
This lets them
don’t taste as cool as they
“breathe” and gives you
look.
the best the wine has to
For Valentine’s Day, 1 sug
offer. Since it is occasion
gest pairing wines to make
appropriate, I should
OnValentines Day ... no one is
for a more elegant experi
mention that drinking
going
to
say,
“
I
cared
about
you
ence. If 1 learned anything
wine is good for your
from watching “Pretty
heart!
enough to buy you Charles Shaw.
Woman,” it’s that strawber
Research studies have
Want
to
go
make
out?”
ries bring out the flavor of
shown that wines (espe
champagne, and that hook
cially red ones) have
ers can be anything they
polyphenolic chemicals
put their mind to.
that improve the health
But for now, let’s primarily focus Take the characteristics o f the wine of your heart. So treat your heart or
on the strawberry and champagne and pair it with some food or sweetheart to something good this
thing. Another good pairing is a dessert that has similar characteris holiday and bring out the nice
bittersweet or dark chocolate tics.
stuff!
paired with a deep dark rich
What if you’re flying solo for
Zinfandel. A full-bodied Pinot Valentine’s Day? No problem. I
Lauren Jeter is a 2005 unne and
Noir can do the trick as well. If suggest you and a favorite wine viticulture graduate and is pursuing a
you do go the winery route, you consider seriously dating. One of master’s degree in agribusiness.
may also want to purchase my favorites to take home for the
Feelfree to submit any recommendastemware specifically for red wines night is a heart-healthy red. I espe- tjons, marriage proposals, favorite wines
in the tasting room. The large bul- daily like the Sanford 2005 Pinot or recipes to laurenjeter@gmail.com.
bous glasses can bring out a lot o f Noir, Santa Rita Hills ($23.99,
good fragrances that sometimes Trader Joe’s), which has a beautiful
hide in more modest-sized glasses, bouquet o f vibrant cherry, luscious
Dessert wines are another good raspberry and a slight peppery sub
way to go. With a white muscat, I tlety.
suggest trying some white choco
The Bonny Doon Cardinal Zin
late. With a darker port, I suggest is a close second, ($16.99, Trader
pairing it with milk chocolate. Joe’s) with a jammy, sweet flavor
There are also flavored dessert and a real pungent kick o f fruit and

i
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AXELab mixes up controversial combination

“Pharmasexual Reasearch Center.”
A few weeks ago, I explored the
AXElab as it made the Milwaukee
stop o f its Midwest tour. It was
located in a rented space on
Plankington Avenue and was essen
tially a live infomercial dressed as a
laboratory.
W hen I stepped in, 1 was greeted
by a few women about my age in
lab coats that would neither protect
the wearer fn>m a toxic spill nor be
allowed in any recognized labora
tory.
I was given a tour o f the facility,
which included such “sexperiments” as a series o f sexually sug
gestive
images
created
by

Rorschach inkblots, and an experi
ment where a woman achieved an
orgasm when exposed to the scent
of Axe cologne. I took the tour
with two male students from
Marquette University and an older
gentleman who insisted that he had
to repeat the tour to be certain of
its effects.
The message o f the promotion
was clear: If you buy this cologne,
you are guaranteed sex with desir
able women.
The projected image is much
more specific than a standard
advertisement. By walking through
the tour you are intended to
become aroused, meet the kinds of
women who you want to have sex
with, and then conveniently be
directed to a computer where you
can order you own orgasm in a
bottle.
It is the kind of thing that is

CO U ItTK Y P H cn o

effectively so beyond absurd, even
its absurdity is beyond question.
The AXElab could have convinc
ingly sold jeans, cars, washing
machines or any other product as
remotely related to sex as cologne.
Then again, why else would you
buy a product for several times

what it’s worth unless you truly
believed it would get you laid?
It is the same absurdity as found
in Calvin Klein ads: Sex in public
requires Obsession perfume. Axe’s
slant is that sex with Playmates is
possible for the average college stu
dent or middle-aged pervert
splashed with Axe.
Although I have not been con
vinced of the effects o f “pharma
sexual research,” I am, however,
anxiously
awaiting
AXElab’s
unveiling o f the instantaneous
orgasm. The irony is that if they
ever developed it, there would
apparently be no need for cologne
at all.
The scent o f the cologne is the
standard chemical cologne smell,
but why would any woman be
attracted by this scent when its
market is oversexed college stu
dents and over-the-hill pervs?
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T h e Palm: solar-pow eied d n etn a
energy costs will be cut by 70 percent in next three years,” Conroy
said.
Looking for something good to
Dee, a long-time Central Coast
do for the environment? Go to the
native, chose a long-term invest
movies. (Seriously). An entirely
ment like solar power because he
new, environmentally friendly
intends to keep the Palm Theater
approach has surfaced
around for many years
in the world of cinema.
____
to come.
The Palm Theater
General admission
located downtown is
^
to the theater is now
renewaWe energy dub
America’s first solar
$7.50, except for mati
powered movie theater.
and I had no idea (The
nees and Mondays,
The small-town, threewhich are $5.00, after
Pedm used solar en<
screen theater is known
the first price increase
for its dollar popcorn
(up 50 cents) in four
I come here for the dollar
and indy flicks and is
years due to the mini
home to the San Luis
mum wage increase at
Obispo International
— Michael Vitkovich
the start o f the year.
Film Festival. It also
C o n s tr u c tio n m a n agem ent so p h o m o re
“We’re still a busi
boasts some o f the
— —
ness. We have to make
cheapest prices in town
decisions in order to
and has a roof equipped
3:45 p.m. During summer months stay viable,” Conroy said.
with 80 solar panels.
The Palm rotates its movies,
tlie solar panels provide enough
Psychology sophomore Anna
energy to cover all electricity use. which are chosen by Dee and par
Gunheim frequents the Palm
The theater sill remains on the tially based on the movies that are
because she, like many students,
grid for less sunny days when playing in other San Luis Obispo
likes their cheap prices and differ
there is not enough sunlight to theaters, every few weeks,
ent movie choices, but had no idea
produce an adequate amount o f
This week the Palm Theater is
it was solar powered.
power.
featuring “Notes on a Scandal,”
“I like that they show indepen
Since installing the solar panels “Pan’s Labyrinth” and “The Last
dent films, they play movies that
in July 2004, the theater’s energy King of Scotland.”
aren’t so main stream and the
costs have already decreased by at
For more information about
crowd here is just more pleasant. I
least 50 percent.
movie times, call (805)542-5161
also like that the snacks are actual
“We have hopes that the annual
ly reasonably priced,” Gunheim
said.
Another
Palm
Theater fan, construc
tion
management
sophomore Michael
Vitkovich, was espe
cially surprised to
hear that the theater is
solar powered. “I’m in
the renewable energy
club on campus and I
had no idea,” he said.
“I come here for the
dollar popcorn!”
Palm
Theater
owner
Jim
Dec
installed the solar
panels after incentive
rebates were offered
COURTESY PHOTO
by PG&E and the
The Pklm Theatre ofiers the only high-quality, tolar-powered indie entertainment
State o f California.
“The panels arc in San Lois Obispo. The movie theatre has been running o ff o f solar energy since
perfect for San Luis the solar panneb were first installed in July 2004.
Sam antha Freitas'
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Pacific Fish’n Chippery, located downtown on Higuera St., serves up a
menu o f all things fishy, fried and affordable. The restaurant is a
revamped coUaberation between owners David Katz and Gary Wallace.

Pacific Fish’n Chippery
serves up fined fins and fim
Taylor M oore
MUSTANG llAILY

Catching a fish is harder than it
sounds. Creating the perfect basket
of fish and chips is a difficult feat as
well. Like fishing, mastering the art
of hsh and chips requires patience,
skill, the perfect batter and a good
amount o f luck. Pacific Fish’n
Chippery is giving it a shot and
hoping San Luis Obispo residents
will take the bait.
The restaurant, previously a sushi
bar, began its transformation from
raw to fried food about 12 weeks
ago. The owners, Gary Wallace and
David Katz, had owned the sushi
restaurant, which developed a great
batter recipe for flying fish. With
trust in that single recipe, they
decided to make the change, and
this change is good.
Upon entrance to the tiny
restaurant, one immediately notices
remnants of th( restaurant’s sushi
past. There are a total of 13 chairs,
still set up in sushi fashion, circled
around the small bar area. The old
sushi display cases are filled with
homemade coleslaw, cocktail sauce,
tartar sauce and lemons. Saki glass
es, miso bowls and Japanese beer
remain on some o f the shelves.
However, the atmosphere is
entirely unique; different from a tra
ditional sushi bar and more modern
than most fish ‘n’ chips joints.
It’s the food, however, that gives
this place staying power in down
town San Luis Obispo. The menu
offers about 10 items, all fried, for
the customer to choose flx>m. The
wary first-timer will enjoy the basic
fish and chips, available in both reg
ular (three-piece) and large (fivepiece) sizes. Along with the white,
fried fish are menu,items such as
Scallops’n Chips, Fish’n Shrimp
kabobs and the Fisherman’s Platter,
the restaurant’s largest item, an
assortment o f fish and shellfish fried
and served with the traditional
chips and coleslaw.
The batter used on all die menu

items is perfect. Coming straight
from the fryer, the fish are crispy
and salty on the outside, containing
the perfect crunch in every bite.
Underneath the fried goodness, the
fish is still moist and full of subde
flavor.
The shrimp is also something
worth trying. They too have a per
fect layer of batter and are fried and
directly served straight from the
kitchen, which opens into the
restaurant, allowing curious eaters
to watch their food being made
fixim their seats.
Along with each menu item, cus
tomers receive the traditional chips.
These crinkle-cut chips are differ
ent flxim the average fly. Big, thick
and full of flavor, the chips remind
customers of their childhood with
the traditional design and taste.
A must try are Pacific’s fried zuc
chini wedges. The vegetables are
probably the healthiest thing on the
menu, even if they are fried, but
they taste incredible. One sugges
tion is dipping them in the ranch
sauce. Also, the homemade coleslaw
is a perfect compliment to all the
fried foc>4. With a sweet taste and
little mayonnaise, the coleslaw is'
reffeshing'«fter eating fries and fl’ied
fish.
Nothigig tastes better with fish
and chips than a cold beer, and
Pacific Fish’n Chippery has plenty
o f that to offer with a large beer
selection. Additionally, the owners
plan on adding an extensive wine
list, containing mainly white
wines, for customers craving a dif
ferent drink.
W ith its inexpensive pricing <
($5.95 to $14.95), great taste,^and
central location. Pacific Fish’n ,
Chippery is destined for populari
ty among students and locals. It is
the perfect addition to San Luis
Obispo and anyone that likes a
good plate o f traditional fish and
chips.
It’s located at 852 Higuera St.
and can also be reached by phone
at (805) 547-8744.
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Obispo’s year-round sunny weather,” said Palm Theater manager
Jack Conroy.
The panels are also ideal for the
Palm Theater because they have all
day to produce electricity for the
theater which doesn’t open until
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LOS ANCiELES — The
(iraminys kicked off vvitli a retro
teel on Sunday as the recently
reunited I’olice opened the show
with their classic “Roxanne,” Tony
Bennett and Stevie Wonder beat out
huge new songs like “Promiscuous”
and “Crazy” with a remake and the
veteran Red Hot C'hili Peppers
nabbed three trophies to emerge the
early leader.
Another veteran, Mary J. Blige,
had three early wins, including
R&B album of the year for her
comeback
album,
“The
Breakthrough.”
“For so many years I've been
talked about negatively and this time
I am being talked about positively
by so many people,” said a tearful
Blige, who has often discussed her
past substance abuse and negative
self-image. She said the win showed
not only how she had grown as an
artist, but as a person.
Another tearful winner was
Wonder, who dedicated his win
with Tony Bennett for best pop col
laboration to his late mother. They
won for a rendition of Wonders
“For Once In My Life.”
“This is an amazing moment for
me. It’s amazing to know that I did
this song when I was 17 a whole
‘nother way and to come back and
do it with the great Tony Bennett,”
he said.
Though not nominated, the
Police, who are reuniting for a tour,
kicked off the show in one of its
most anticipated perfornunces. The
first-half hour was chock-full of live
music, including Beyonce and the
Dixie Chicks.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers won
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rary blues album for “After the
Ram.”
“First of all I want to say thank
you Cod, and thank you New
Orleans — 49 years you believed
in me and it finally paid off,” she
said.
Ike Turner also picked up a
Cirammy, for best traditional blues
album, which his son produced.
“Wow, 1 really don’t know what to
say and I’m scared to death,” said
the rock pioneer.
While Blige was the overall
(X>URTESY PHO m nominations leader with eight,
Mary J. Blige performed at the
there were several contenders for
Grammys Sunday where she walked a Grammy sweep. The Dixie
away with three trophies.
Chicks were also comeback dar
lings and were nominated for a
three Grammys, including best rock
total of five awards for their album,
performance by a duo or group for
“Taking the Long Way,” their first
“Dani California.” Gnarls Barkley’s
disc since the country backlash
two awards included a win for alter
over lead singer Natalie Maines’
native music album. Another double
criticism o f President Bush in
winner was rapper T.I.
Blige also won best R&B song 2003. The trio was nominated for
for “Be Without You,” which is also album of the year, and also for
nominated for record and song of record and song o f the year for
the year. The Dixie Chicks, John their defiant anthem, “ Not Ready
Mayer, Justin Timberlake (with rap to Make Nice.”
Other contenders for album of
per T.I. for the song“My Love”) also
the
year included Timberlake, for
won one each.
Carrie Underwood won best his futuristic sounding club disc
female country vocal performance “FutureSex/LoveSounds”; Mayer’s
“Continuum”; the Chili Pepper’s
for her hit “Jesus Take the Wheel.”
“This is my first Grammy!, “Stadium Arcadium”; and “St.
Hopefully the first of a few more,” Elsewhere” from the duo Gnarls
said Underwood, the
2005 Barkley.
The Recording Academy, now
“American Idol” champ, who also
singled out “Idol” creator Simon in its 49th year, was hoping to
FuUer in her acceptance speech. inject more excitement into the
(Last year, another “Idol” champ, show with its contest, “My
Kelly Clarkson, was criticized for Grammy Moment,” in which three
not paying tribute to her “Idol” women were contending for the
chance to sing onstage with
roots.)
Irma Thomas, known as the Timberlake during his performance;
Queen of New Orleans Soul and a the winner wa.s to be determined by
Hurricane Katrina survivor, was a viewers and revealed during the
tearful winner for best contempo show.
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Classic rockers Aerosmith have been slated to perform at the California
Mid-State Fair this summer as part o f their 2007 world tour.

Aerosmith to rock Mid-State Fair
blockbuster movie “Armageddon.”
This year’s Mid-State Fair will run
from July 25 to Aug. 5 at the Paso
Get ready to “walk this way” to Robles Event Center. Ticket prices,
Paso Robles when classic rockers sale dates and appearance dates have
Aerosmith headline at the California not yet been released.
Mid-State Fair this summer as part
For more information about
o f their 2007 world tour.
Aerosmith and the Mid-State Fair,
A spokesperson for the fair visit the band’s Web site, www.aero
announced last Friday that the band, smith.com, or the official Web site of
led by crooner Steven Tyler, will join the Mid-State Fair, www.midstateother artists such as country music fair.com.
stars Martina McBride and Phil
Vassar on the fair’s entertainment
line-up. The announcem ent was
made at the annual fair board of
directors’ dinner.
Aerosmith is best known for ‘70s
jams such as “Sweet Emotion” and
“Walk This Way.” Later popular bal
lads include “Janie’s Got A Gun” and
“ I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing,” the
hit single off the soundtrack for
A m y A sm a n
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U.S. plans for Iran sound familiar
D

efense Secretary Robert
Gates made the case that
Iran is direcdy linked to
the improvised explosive devices
used by some Iraqi insurgents at a
NATO security conference in
Sevilla, Spain last week. Gates told
reporters that there is a “pretty
good” chance that the serial num
bers on some of these devices prove
that Iran is supplying weapons or
technology to insurgent fighters in
Iraq. He made these allegations
without releasing any concrete evi
dence to support them.
Ideally, the American public
should be able to trust the claims
and intelligence used by the U.S.
imlitary and the president to justify
going to war. Unfortunately, this
president is far from
ideal. Also last week,
the
Pentagon’s
Inspector
General
released a new report
examining
the
Pentagon’s quest for
intelligence connect
ing Saddam Hussein’s
liaathist regime and
al-Qaida in the run
up to the Iraq war in
2002. This report
found that, while the
actions of those gath
ering this intelligence
were not illegal, that
the Pentagon had
developed intelligence that was
inconsistent with the findings of the
intelligence community as a whole.
In an attempt to link Saddam
Hussein to the events of Sept. 11,

the Pentagon, under pressure from
the Bush administration, released
intelligence that implied a direct
connection between them. The
Senate Armed Services Committee
debated this report last week, with
committee chairman Carl Levin, DMich., calling it a “devastating con
demnation o f inappropriate activi
ties.”
Now, this administration’s wishes
regarding Iran have been clear for
some time. War with Iran has long
been seen within the Bush adminis
tration as the “next step” after the
Iraq war. Gates’ allegations — along
with which he provided no details,
evidence, or proof — are another
attempt to lay the groundwork for
an attack on Iran. This presentation

An attack on Iran
... would make the
total, unmitigated
disaster that is the
current Iraq conflict
look like a lovely
spring picnic.
of evidence is eerily similar to that
of the run-up to the Iraq war in
2003, which four years later is being
called highly dubious. Ironically, the
United States is accusing Iran of

supporting
Shiite
extremist groups m
Iraq, many of which
are supportive them
selves of the Iraqi
Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki, considered
a U.S. ally in the Iraq
war.
It is painfully obvi
ous what the United
States is attempting to
do. Instead of focus
ing on Iran’s develop
ment of nuclear
weapons or the threat
it poses to Israel, the
U.S. is painting Iran as
an ally to sectarian
militias
currcMitly
operating within Iraq.
This is in an effort to
build evidence for an
attack on Iran under
the current Authorization for the
Use of Military Force in Iraq. The
Bush administration knows that any
attempt to gain new authorization
for military action in Iran is dead on
arrival; Speaker Nancy Pelosi of
Califronia, Sen. Harry Reid of
Nevada, and a host o f other
Democratic leaders in Congress
have all vowed that they will not
allow a request from the Bush
administration to gain approval.
Although it is obvious that publicopinion means litde to the Bush
Administration when it come to
foreign policy, the American public
also strongly disapproves of miliury
strikes against Iran, with a 68 per
cent disapproval rating for any
attacks in a Jan. 21 CNN poll.
While the statements from Pelosi

Jsr

I

W■

and Reid are positive signs.
Congress must take specific steps to
investigate the Bush administration’s
claims of ties between Iran and sec
tarian militias in Iraq. An attack on
Iran, a country' with a huge standing
army and strategic control over
much of the Middle East’s oil sup
plies, would make the total, unmitiga^^d disaster that is the current Iraq
conflict kx>k like a lovely spring pic
nic. It is the responsibility of this
Congress to stop this new grab for
military authorization from the
Bush administration. The results of
a war with Iran would be catasmjphic.
Zach Austin is a political science
Junior and Mustang Daily political
columnist.

standing. Letters must com e from a C al
Poly e-mail account. D o not send letters
as an attachm ent. Please send th e text in
the body o f the e-mail.
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m ustangdailyopinions@ gm ail.com
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£Uer*s Liberal bias rivals
McCarthyism

corrections
The Mustang D aily staff takes pride in
publishing a daily new spaper fo r the Cal
Poly campus and the neighboring com 
munity. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to m u s ta n g d a ily @ g m a il.c o n a

notices
The Mustang D aily is a "designated
public forum ." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
w ithout censorship o r advance approval.
The Mustang D aily is a free newspa
per; however, the rem oval o f m ore than
one copy o f the paper per day is subject
to a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
Printed By
U n i v e h s i t t G i i a p h i c Sy s t e m s

ugi.ailpoly.e<hi | ugi9 calpo)y.edu
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I would like to thank Mr. Eller
for the wonderfiil history lesson
from his Wednesday column
(“Liberal Bias does exist at Cal
Poly.” Feb. 7), I have not seen such
an extensive list of accusations
since McCarthyism incapacitated
our government nearly 70 years
ago. Despite the years gone by and
the progress made, here you are,
throwing accusations like
McCarthy himself. But fret not;
there are differences between you
two. During McCarthy’s time,
women had few rights and
minorities were kept quiet. But
wait, you hold those views as well,
proven by your allegations that the
Women’s Center and the

Multicultural Center are leading
diversity and debate? I gueis that
our wonderfully conservative cam has been lost in the overwhelming
pus to ruin. Well Mr. EUer, if there majority of progressive liberals that
is a liberal bias at Cal Poly, as you
run college campuses today. They
claim (over and over again. Seven
don’t see anything wrong with
times to be exact. Count it) then
“diversity” as long as it fits in with
pierhaps it is a good thing. Then
their ideas. Some diversity that is.
we won’t be dragged back 70 years
Taylor Scott
kicking and screaming by those
International business junior
like you.
Mark Palm aticr

Civil engineering junior

Diversity o f ideas only
true diversity
The numbers that Brian Eller
posted Wednesday were expected
but still powerful. If Cal Poly is so
committed to diversity on campus,
why don’t they promote the true,
and only proven, diversity which is
the diversity o f ideas? With a
Sustainability week and Change
the Status Quo, I would expect
there will be views from the other
side. Where is the Debunking of
Global Warming week? What hap
pened to the old tradition of cam
puses being beacons of intellectual

Send a letter to the editor!
submit your thoughts, opinions, rants and raves in 250 w ords or less to

mustangdailyopinions®gmail.com
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My day was about to end hap
pily, after eating a can of honeyroasted cashews, until I saw the
cover of your Feb. 8 issue, for the
fifth time. I typically ignore
moments when ignorant
Protestants, Catholics, Orthodox
and non-denominational
Christians individualize themselves
from each other; however, the sight
of your pie chart and its segrega
tion of Christianity annoyed me
one-too-many times.
It’s a known fact that pics are
usually delicious and charts arc
usually informative.Your pie chart,
however, was neither delicious, nor

Got something to say?

"What if I Toser my own eyeballs?"
f II r M r »

Separation o f Christians,
Catholics shows ignorance

sweet, yet it was somewhat infor
mative. It reminded me of a gener
al ignorance people possess, with
regards to each other’s religion.
Since your pie maker was thor
ough e n o u ^ to separate the
Catholics from the other
Christians, why didn’t the editor
throw the Anglicans up there?
They don’t roll with the pope and
neither do the Orthodox
Christians. Were they segregated
because believing that Jesus Christ,
the Messiah, rose from the dead to
forgive humanity of its sins, isn’t
enough to be considered Christian
these days?
Ever overhear conversations
around the UU, or Via Carta, and
hear, “Oh I’m not Catholic, I’m
Christian .’’That sort of ignorance
needs to be quelled, like a heresy,
because it also bugs the wookies
out of me. Next time, keep an eye
on Libels the way you would
w.itch out for “its” and “it’s.”
Gino Valderrania
.Materials engineering senior
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Poly grapplers
lose 26-18 at ASU
The loss is the Mustangs’
third straight in the Pac-10.
SPOkTS INHOkMATION RhPOkT
TEMPE, Anz. — The Cal Poly
wrestling team was defeated by
Arizona State 26-18 Sunday at
Wells Fargo Arena.
The loss dropped the Mustangs’
record to 6-9 overall and 4-4 in the
Pac-10.
C'al Poly won four of nine bouts
wrestled.
C'al Poly senior Darrell Vasquez,
currently ranked No. 6 nationally at
133 pounds, recorded a fall over
Arizona State’s Jake Hannaford at
the 1-minute, 20-second mark, the
fastest for Vasquez this season in

conference action.
Senior C'ody Parker pinned
Quinton Pruett of the Sun Devils at
1:53 in the heavyweight match.
Cal Poly sophomore C'hase Pami
(157 pounds) had his six-match
winning streak ended when he lost
a 4-1 decision to last year’s NCAA
runner-up and the nation’s No. 4ranked wrestler, Brian Stith.
Cal Poly’s David Christian (141)
recorded a 13-7 win over Robert
Cialvan. Cal Poly’s Eric Maldonado
(149) defeated Chris Remsen 11-6.
The Mustangs forfeited the 197pound weight class.
C'al Poly returns to action
Wednesday when it travels to take
on UC Davis.
BRENNAN ANGEL MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly junior post player Matt Hanson goes up for a layup against UC Irvine on Saturday in M ott Gym.

Softball
continued from page 12

Poly posted another two runs start
ing with a left-center single by
senior center fielder Lisa Modglin.
She rounded the bases for home
after freshman outfielder Cristina
Brox reached third on the Santa
Clara left fielder’s fumble. Brox
ended up coming home for the
eighth and final run of the game.
“It was great, we played really
well all weekend and we kept up
our intensity and focus,’’ Condon
said.
The Mustangs dominated earlier

Sunday, defeating Sacramento State
4-0. The highlight of the game
came in the bottom of the fifth
inning when four Mustang singles
were followed by a three-run dou
ble by Cary.
Friday afternoon marked the
start of the tournament, when Cal
Poly won the second game against
Washington 7-6 after a season
opening 4-3 loss. Modglin homered in each-game.
Cal Poly now begins a 25-game
road trip that starts against
Oklahoma State on Feb. 16. The
Mustangs’ next home game is
March 24 against St. Mary’s.

Basketball
continued from page 12

six boards) and Dreshawn Vance (two
points, one rebound and one block).
Vance’s lone bucket came when he
threw down a two-handed, and-one
jam on the low block that sent the
crowd into a frenzy with 12:05
remaining.
“Titus, Matt and Dreshawn creat
ed inside presence for us tonight,’’
Bromley said. “It was absolutely ter
rific. We got (Darren) Fells into foul
trouble and he’s a beast.’’
Fells had nine points and five

STUDY ABRO AD

N eed a change?
■t ’ r«»
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Com « soak up a vibrant new culture & be transform ed
by the experience. We offer locations in 25 diverse
countries - your biggest decision w ill be where to go.

A
• Summer, semester or year

• University credit

• Wide range of academic courses

• Housing

• Language courses at all levels

• Scholarships

• Field trips & tours

• Internships

rebounds but played only 20 minutes
because of accumulating four fouls.
The Mustangs continue their fourgame homestand against rival UC
Santa Barbara at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
The Gauchos will be trying to avenge
a 71-61 home loss to Cal Poly on Jan.
20, the Mustangs’ first win in the
Thunderdome since 1998 and only
their second there since 1959.
“As crazy as it may sound,”
Bromley said, “they’re a better road
team than they are a home team right
now. That’s a big game for us on
Wednesday and then we have
(ESPNU) Bracket Buster on
Saturday. It’s a great week ahead for
Cal Poly basketball.”
Something the Mustangs still need
to work on is their ffee-throw shoot

Hawks edge ^^C^rriors, 106-105
Golden State had six players
score in double figures, but
couldn’t overcome Josh Smith’s
29 points and 10 boards.
Janie McCauley
ASMXlATEI) mess
CMKLAND — josh Smith scored
11 of his 29 points in Atlanta’s big
first quarter and also had 10
rebounds, leading the Hawks past the
Golden State Warriors 106-105 on
Sunday night for their fifth straight
mad victory.
Joe Johnson added 21 points and
11 assists as Atlanta snapped a four-
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Thinking about studying abroad?

Attend the Study Abroad Fair

Thursday, February 15th, 10:00 a.m - 2:00 p.m. Dexter Lawn

i H l u N i j ’ lil

•

M im ch io .s?

*

Hove late night pizza •
for $3 a slice'
•

Back-up Location: C olleg e of Business Breezeway

To find out about the full range of study abroad
opportunities, visit with a USAC representative at the Fair.
Just look for the USAC table!
If you can't m ake the fair, pick up a U S A C catalog at the
International Education & Program s Office

ing, where they were a paltry 13 of 27
Saturday and have shot .611 this sea
son.
“We still have a lot of work to do,”
Whiten said. “We have to get better at
rebounding, taking care of the ball
and making our free throws. Now
that we’re getting everybody back, we
have to stay healthy. We can’t have
Titus getting hurt, then he comes
back, then I get hurt and I come back
and then somebody else gets hurt.
We’ve got to have everybody healthy,
everybody on the same page.
“We all have to just enjoy the jour
ney and realize we have a lot of work
to do, but we can do it. We can
accomplish our goals and piossibly get
to the NCAA Tournament for the
first tune in the school’s history.”

Present Student ®
ID for a F R E E
•
S O D A with
•
pizza!
•
1010 Court St., SLO *
/Across from McCarthy's •
U 1-9922
•

game losing streak in Oakland and
dealt the Warriors only their ninth
loss in 27 home games.
Atlanta has won five straight mad
games for the first time since getting
seven victories in a mw aw'ay fnun
home ftom Nov. 17-Dec. 22, 1W3.
The Hawks survived this one, despite
missing five of six tree thmws during
one stmteh in the fiiul 1:04.
Matt Barnes and Monta Ellis
scored back-tivback baskets in a 4second span during the final minute,
taking advantage of a turnover by
Atlanta to pull within 106-105. Josh
C'hildress then missed a shot on the
other end to give Golden State a final
chance. But Stephen Jackson missed a
19-footer from the baseline to win it.
Barnes had 17 points and 12
rebounds and Andris Biedrins had 16
points, 16 rebounds and four assists
for the undermanned Wirriors.
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Poly baseball team splits doubleheader, takes series 2-1
Baggett Stadium.
The Mustangs won 15-2 over
The victory, clinched the series for
Nevada on Sunday before
the Mustangs and stretched their
their five-game winning streak
winning streak to five games after an
ended with a 10-6 loss.
0-5 start to the season.
SW)KTS INFORMATION REPtlRT

Junior right fielder Grant Desmes
grand slam in the fifth inning broke
open the game and Cal Poly went on
to beat Nevada 15-2 in the opening
game of a nonconference baseball
doubleheader Sunday afternoon at

Nevada is 3-6.
In the opener. Cal Poly scored in
each of the first six innings for a 15-2
lead and coasted to the win behind a
21-hit offensive attack, its most in two
Nevada salvaged a win in the final years.
game of the series Sunday afternoon
Junior second baseman Pat Pezet,
with a 10-6 victory, snapping a five- moved to the leadofF position for the
game losing streak, as catcher Konrad first time this season, had three hits
Schmidt drove in seven runs with two and a pair of RBI and sophomore
doubles and a pair of three-run home third baseman Brent Morel hit a sin
runs.
gle, double and home run, driving in
Cal Poly is 5-6 on the year and three runs. Freshman designated hit-
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33 President
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34 Inter___
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Lake's state
45 Woodsmoothing tool
47 Result

ter Wes Dorrell also had three hits,
including a double, and knocked in
one run. Sophomore first baseman
Adam Buschini doubled twice and
drove in one run.
Sophomore right-hander Thomas
Eager (2-1) pitched 6 1/3 innings for
the win, allowing one earned run and
six hits with one walk and five strike
outs.
Nevada first baseman Shaun Kort
singled twice.
After Nevada scored a run in the
top of the first inning on an RBI sin
gle by San Luis Obispo High gradu
ate Baker Krukow, Cal Poly answered
with three runs in the bottom of the
No. 0101 first and never looked back. Senior
left fielder Bryan Kepner singled to
TiT
tie the game at 1-1, Morel broke the
TT
tie with a grounder to shortstop and
Dorrell’s double to center gave the
Mustangs a 3-1 cushion.
C'al Poly added two runs in both
the second and third frames, one in
the fourth and 1)esme s grand slam in
the fifth m.ide it 12-2.
Desme’s grand slam was his first as
a Mustang and the 13th since Cal
Poly moved to Division I in P>95.
In the second game, Nevada again
scored first, this time in the second
inning on a sacrifice fly by Kort. C'al
Poly answered quickly once again,
scoring two in the bottom of the sec
ond on RBI singles by junior catcher
Joshua Thomas and Pezet.
Newida regained the lead in the
third with four runs — the key blow
a three-run home run by Schmidt.
Nevada added a run in the fifth on an
RBI double bv Schmidt.
53 'Metamorpho
ses' poet

52 Actress Parker
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57 One getting a
manual
61 Confucian path

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 20 a minute, or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscnptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscnptions Today's puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share bps nytimes com^zzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers, nytimes comAeaming/xwords
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CLEVELAND — LeBron James
finally doesn’t have to do it all —
all the time — for the Cavaliers.
James deferred to less-heralded
teammate Sasha Pavlovic, who
scored 13 of his 21 points in the
fourth quarter, and Cleveland
clamped down on Kobe Bryant
when It mattered most in a 99-90
win over the Los Angeles Lakers on
Sunday.
Pavlovic, a recent spark to
Cleveland’s offense, finished with
21 points, Zydrunas Ilgauskas had
17 and Anderson Varejao 12 — 11
in the fourth — as the Cavaliers
followed up a nice win over Miami
on Friday with another solid effort.
James had IS points, eight
rebounds and five assists, but he
bowed to Pavlovic and others
down the stretch, and Cleveland’s
supporting cast came through.
“1 feel like a prophet,” said James,
who has been praising Pavlovic for
w'eeks. “1‘eople were looking at me
crazy. I’ve always said that if Sasha
gets the opportunity, he is going to
be very good.”

Tooav^b •okurioN«

55 River through
Florence
avis
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Kobe Bryant scored 36 points,
but Los Angeles could not
overcome Cleveland’s four
double-fígure scorers.

suldoiku

54 Nevada city

49 Atlantic food fish 56
51 Shadow
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Tennis
continufdfrom page 12

Sunday because of ram.
In singles, C'al Poly got wins
from C'arol Erickson (6-1, 6-1),
Blalock (6-0, 6-0), Wong (7-6, 62), Shannon Brady (6-4. 6-0),
Diane Filip (6-0, 6-0) and Malee
(4-6, 6-1, 10-7).
At doubles, Erickson and Wong
won 8-3 and Blalock and Filip
came up with an 8-2 victory.

CLA SSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Nanny. 3 - 6 p m M - F / 9 H r
50 a Month Gas. Great 12 Yr Old
Boy. Avail now (805) 550-2851

ST xnm m s l o t h is s u m m e r a
LOOKING FOR A JOB ON CAMPUS?
Conference and Event Planning
is hiring 10-20 staff for summer
conferencing season. Training
begins in late April. Seeking
hard-working, responsible, and
positive individuals who enjoy
working in a fun, fast-paced team
setting. Cashier and customer ser
vice experience preferred. Optional
summer housing at highly reduced
rate. Flexible hours. PT/FT avail
able. $7.50-9.50/hour.
Great internship opportunity!
Fed Work Study positions open.
Applications and job descriptions
in bldg 116 rm 211,
M-F 8:30 a.m. -4:30pm or on
Mustang Jobs online. Completed
Apps. and resume due by 3/2/07.
Call (805) 756-7600 for detailed
job description emailed to you

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Babysiter Needed Looking for an
experienced babysitter to watch a
15 month toddler. Once or twice a
week for 3 hours. Please send a
resume and references to
daniel84002000@hotmail.com.
Good pay and will pay more for
someone familiar with American
Sign Language. (805) 704-2433

SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Must be Great with children, fun
and committed to teach at the
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande
(805) 481-6399

Free List of all Houses and
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate
(805) 546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

PART TIME NANNY,
to care for 6 mo. old baby in
Los Osos. References required.
$10/hr. Days negotiable.
Please call 310.600.5350

Beautiful 4BR located near 101
SLO. This 2-story custom has 3
Full baths & a cozy Family Room.
Quick access to Poly. $709,000.
CALL US ON CONDOS, TOO.
ADOBE REALTY 543-2693

Winter/Spring Positions Available
Earn up to 150$ per day
Exp not Required.
Undercover shoppers needed
To Judge Retail and
Dining Establishments.
Call 800-722-4791
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$3000 - $3600 (888) 784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com/slo
Envision World Peace.
Now is the time to act!
For more info contact:
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com

HOMES FOR SALE

Dell Campus Reps Needed
Promote a top 30 company to g
ain real-world business &
marketing experience!
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.

5 Bdrm house for sale + 2.5 acres
... includes BARN & Corral &
Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly.
$675,000 (805) 441-6908

Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net

SHOUT O UTS! FREE EVERY THURS
Submit your’s by Tuesday!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RENTAL HOUSING

SK YD IVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

Room Available for Winter/Spring
Master Bdrm with 2 wak-in
closets, BR, shower, W/D included.
Chill roommates, very clean. Stay
for summer possible. $800 OBO
Please call: (949) 510-1886

RENTAL HOUSING
Luxury House Room available in
two story house - 581 Stoneridge
Rd. SLO $650/mo, pets OK
(805) 624-5177

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Sunglasses in Bldg 13
Call 909-633-8022
REWARD $50 for LOST dog
“ Nacho" Bulldog. Male.
White/brown. Call: 438-5424
FOUND Woman's watch near
Foothill Blvd. Call (916) 214-5090
FOUND scarf in University Cashier
Call Betty: 756-2310
FOUND: Silver Crescent - shaped
hoop earrings. (646) 483-9647
REWARD for lost gold bracelet with
heart and “ Frances" engraved
Please call: (805) 464-1000
LOST Motorola cell phone
contact: hduong@calpoly.edu
Lost and Found ads are FREE

M ustang D aily

Sports
Poly womens
hoops squad
wins at U CI
for 5th
straigjit viaory
The Mustangs have won five
straight games for the first
time since the 2000-01 season.
SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

IRVINE — Sophomore Megan
Harrison scored a game-high 20
points and senior Jessica Eggleston
recorded 16 as the Cal Poly
women’s basketball team defeated
UC Irvine. 65-62 Saturday at the
Bren Events Center to run its win
ning streak to five consecutive
games — just the second such spurt
by any Mustang squad in the last 24
seasons.
Cal Poly (10-12, 5-4 Big West
Conference), above a .5(H) winning
percentage in Big West play for the
first time this season, took the lead
for good at 35-34 just after halftime
on an Eggleston jumper.
The Mustangs used a season-best
.532 (25 for 47) field goal percent
age and a 13-4 run to push their
lead to 46-38 with 14 minutes
remaining. The Anteaters (6-18,3-7)
tied the game twice down the
stretch but Harrison blocked a
Keyonna Johnson juniper as time
expired to preserve the victory.
In the process. Cal Poly posted its
first five-game winning streak since
opening the 2(MM)-01 campaign
with five triumphs. Cal Poly hasn’t
won six straight games since the
1981-82 Mustang? won nine con
secutive contests midway through
the season.
Saturday’s win secured a seasonseries split for the Mustang? against
the Anteaters, whom Cal Poly fell to
84-73 Jan. 4.
Beginning with a Feb. 17
matchup at UC Santa Barbara, the
Mustang? contest four of their final
five regular-season games against
teams slotted above them in the Big
West standings. Tip-off at UCSB is
scheduled for 2 p.m.

Sp o rts E d ito r: Tristan A ird • mustan3dailysports@ 3mail.com
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W hiten scores 31 , leads
M ustang to 6th w in in 8 ^ m es
Cal Poly is only a half-game
back in the Big West standings
from a first-round bye in the
conference tournament.
Tristan Aird
MUSTANG DAILY

awin Whiten was a
flamethrower, torching
the UC Irvine defense
what seemed like every time down
the court.
One 3-pointer from the wing
here. Another fiom the corner there.
In the end,Whiten — still recover
ing fixim an ankle injury — had piled
up a school-record eight 3-pointers
on his way to a career-high 31 points.
The gutsy performance led the Cal
Poly men’s basketball team to an 8980 Big West Conference win over
visiting UC Irvine in fixint of 2,581
fans Saturday in Mott Gym.
“I’m about 75, 80 percent
(healthy),’’ said Whiten, a junior
shooring guard who was sidelined for
Thursday’s 80-77 loss to Long Beach
State. “My teammates needed me. It’s
about making sacrifices for the bas
ketball team and I did that today.’’
Whiten, who said he had iced his
left ankle about 20 times Friday and
Saturday before the game, shot 9 of
13 from the floor, 8 of 11 from
beyond the arc and 5 of 7 from the
ftee-throw line. He had 22 points at
halftime.
“That shocked me a litde bit, when
I looked at the stats at halftime and it
was 22,’’ Cal Poly head coach Kevin
Bromley said. “There was one time I
was going to sub for him and I had to
pull Chaz (Thomas) back out. You
hate to cool off a shooter, but then
you don’t want him to get fadgued
and start missing, so I left him out
there a couple more possessions.”
Whiten’s 31 (>oints were the most
by any Cal Pbly player since Varnie
Dennis’ 31 in a 97-95 overtime win
at UC Riverside on Feb. 26, 2004.
Whiten eclipsed his previous career
high of 29 points set in a 92-76 home
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Cal Poly junior shootin g guard Dawin W hiten, left, drives past UC
Irvine freshman swingm an Chad DeCasas on Saturday in M ott Gym.

loss to Andrew Bogut-Ied Utah on
Dec. 22,2(KH.
“He was on fire tonight,” Cal Poly
senior forward Derek Stockalper said.
“This was one of those games where
it kind of clicked for him.”
With 15 points and 11 rebounds,
Stockalper was the only player in the
game with a double-double. Tyler
McGinn added 11 points and Trae
Clark dished out eight assists for the
Mustang?.

Cal Poly (12-10, 4-5 Big West),
which has won six of its last eight
games, improved to 8-2 at home. The
Mustangs have a winning overall
record 22 games into the season for
the first time since a 14-8 start to the
2001-02 campaign.
“Our synergy is really good, our
camaraderie,’’Whiten said. “We’re not
there yet. Once we really get there,
teams are going to have a hard time
guarding us or playing against us.

We’re coming together as a team.
We’re all trying to understand who
does what well and what our roles
are. It’s becoming clearer.”
The Mustangs sure appear to be
seeing the floor clearer.
Cal Poly committed a season-low
seven turnovers, shot 51.7 percent
fiom the floor and had 10 players
score.
In a game in which the two teams
combined for 28 3-pointers, UC
Irvine shot 50.8 percent fiom the
field. The Anteaters’ bench outscored
the Mustangs’ reserves 38-17.
But the undoing for UC Irvine
(11-15, 5-7) was being outscored 173 in points off turnovers and 22-8 in
second-chance points.
The Anteaters jumped to a 10-3
lead before Cal Poly scored 14 of the
next 16 points as part of a 24-7 run.
“First half, I don’t think we
defended,” Bromley said. “We just
exchanged baskets with them. We had
great offensive rhythm. I didn’t want
it to end up being a close basketball
game where you’re just exchanging
baskets. We really needed to hunker
down and defend.”
That’s what the Mustangs did,
switching fiom a 1-2-2 to a 2-3 zone
and eventually man-to-man defense,
holding UC Irvine to a 4-ft>r-14 clip
fiom 3-point range in the second
half.
Though he did not start, regular
starting center Titus Shelton played
for the first time in four games.
Recovering fiom an ankle sprain of
his own, the 6-foot-7 sophomore
played 18 minutes. He wielded an
impressive baby hook shot and fin
ished with four points, three
rebounds, three assists and one
blocked shot.
“Titus is a bexst,” Stockalper said.
“Look at his body, it’s huge. He gave
us a good lift tonight. He was really
physical inside. It took a lot of pres
sure off myself”
Also patrolling the paint for Cal
Poly were Matt Hanson (nine points,
see Basketball, page 10

Mustang softball team comes out o f Poly womens tennis
own tournament with 3-1 record
team splits over weekend
Among Cal Poly’s wins at the
Mustang Classic was a 7-6
upset of No. 12 Washington.
A m anda R etzer
MUSTANG DAILY

Scoring 22 runs on its way to
three big wins, the Cal Poly softball
team dominated this weekend in
the first ever Mustang Classic at
Bob Janssen Field.
The Mustangs (3-1) defeated
both Santa Clara and Sacramento
State on Sunday and split a pair of
games
against
12th-ranked
Washington on Friday. Games were
rained out Saturday.
After two scoreless innings in the
Santa Clara game Sunday, the
Mustangs got the cogs turning in

the bottom of the third. The bases
were loaded with two outs and it
was the first real chance to score for
Cal Poly. Freshman Krysten Cary
was up to bat and sitting on a full
count. Then with the pitch came a
right-field shot past the second
ba.seman. Sophomore Cristen Lee
and senior Kelly Comstock made it
home, putting the Mustangs up 2-0.
“That got us fired up and I think
that’s what got us going,” Cal Poly
sophomore shortstop Melissa Pura
said.
Cal Poly head coach Jenny
Condon added: “We were strong all
the way through our lineup and we
came through with some clutch
hitting.”
The third frame was not yet over

as senior first baseman Shannon
Brooks reached first base on a Santa
Clara throwing error, sending home
teammates Cary and junior Sarah
Iwata. With a 4-0 score, the
Mustangs kept on rolling as Pura
smacked a center-filed home run,
earning two RBI and putting Cal
Poly up 6-0.
“It was an off-speed fatty pitch
down the middle,” Pura said about
the home-run pitch. “We played
really well and 1 knew we’d stay
ahead. I was very confident that we
were going to win.”
With enough insurance runs to
keep them safe, the Mustangs kept
Santa Clara grounded with three
quick outs. At their last at-bat. Cal
see 5>oitball, page 10

“We started with singles first
because with the rain we wanted
to get those games in,” Malec said.
And with the Mustangs down
4-2 after the singles competition,
the doubles were not necessary.
Jackie P ugh
“ It was close, but they decided
MUSTANG DAILY
to just go home,” Malec said.
The Cal Poly women’s tennis
Still, Cal Poly’s Steffi Wong kept
team lost its home opener of the a fight going against the Gaels’
spring season Friday, 4-2 to St. Femke Strijbis, which lasted
Mary’s.
roughly two and a half hours. The
Maria Malec and Brittany match ended with Wong losing by
Blalock brought home the two a score of 6-4, 7-5 (6-1).
singles wins for the Mustangs (2-5,
1-0 Big West Conference), with
Cal Poly 7, Cal St. Fullerton 0
Blalock defeating Jessica Hoath of
The Mustangs blanked the
the Gales 6-2,7-5 and Malec post Titans in a Big West opener that
ing a 6-2, 6-4 win over Stef was postponed from Saturday to
Ordoveza.

The Mustangs fell 4-2 to St.
Mary’s before opening Big
West play with a 7-0 win
over Cal State Fullerton.

see Tennis, page 11

